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ABSTRACT

Aneutronic fusion reactions such as proton–boron fusion could efficiently produce clean energy with quite low neutron doses. However, as a
consequence, conventional neutron spectral methods for diagnosing plasma ion temperature would no longer work. Therefore, finding a way to
probe the ion temperature in aneutronic fusion plasmas is a crucial task. Here, we present a method to realize ultrafast in situ probing of 11B ion
temperature for proton–boron fusion by Doppler broadening of the nuclear resonance fluorescence (NRF) emission spectrum. The NRF
emission is excited by a collimated, intense γ-ray beamgenerated from submicrometerwires irradiated by a recently available petawatt (PW) laser
pulse, where the γ-ray beam generation is calculated by three-dimensional particle-in-cell simulation.When the laser power is higher than 1 PW,
five NRF signatures of a 11B plasma can be clearly identified with high-resolution γ-ray detectors, as shown by our Geant4 simulations. The
correlation between theNRF peakwidth and 11B ion temperature is discussed, and it is found thatNRF emission spectroscopy should be sensitive
to 11B ion temperatures Ti > 2.4 keV. This probing method can also be extended to other neutron-free-fusion isotopes, such as 6Li and 15N.

© 2022 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0078961

I. INTRODUCTION

Inertial confinement fusion (ICF) and magnetic confinement
fusion (MCF) research over the past 40 years has been focused on the
reaction of deuterium (D) and tritium (T) nuclei under near-
equilibrium conditions.1–3 As the simplest binary nuclear reaction,
the DT reaction is adopted because of its higher thermal reaction rate
at relatively low temperatures (5–10 keV) compared with those of
other light isotopes.4 However, this reaction can generate high fluxes
of high-energy neutrons, leading to a significant radiation hazard and
the production of nuclearwaste. Recent advances in laser technology,5

laser–plasma interactions,6 and laser-driven particle beams7–10

provide great potential for the development of nuclear reactions with
substantially less high-energy radiation.11,12 For example, aneutronic
fusion13,14 is a promising reaction for clean fusion energy production.
Most of the energy released during aneutronic fusion is carried by
charged particles (e.g., α particles and protons), rather than neutrons.
Aneutronic fuels that are often considered include D3He, 3He6Li,

3He3He, p6Li, p7Li, p11B, and p15N.15,16 In the case of p11B, with the
reaction p + 11B � 3α + 8.7 MeV, the released energy is mainly in the
form of charged α particles rather than neutrons.17 As a result, such a
reaction would overcome the difficult issues of energy recovery and
nuclear activation that occur with the high-energy neutrons produced
in the classical DT reaction. Moreover, 11B is easier to obtain and
handle than tritium.

Plasma ion temperature is an important parameter in nuclear
fusion with either DT fuel18,19 or aneutronic fusion fuel,20 as well as
in other plasma-based applications such as experimental astro-
physics.21 A wide range of neutron diagnostics22 have been de-
veloped and implemented at different ICF and MCF facilities
worldwide because DT fusion yields a large number of neutrons and
is suitable for neutron-based measurements. Neutron diagnostics
have been providing an indispensable approach to understand the
performance of ICF implosions. However, such measurements are
passive and rely on emitted neutrons from the plasma, and therefore
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they are not suitable for plasmas with low neutron yields (e.g.,
aneutronic fusion plasmas).

To overcome this limitation, in situ thermometry using nuclear
resonance fluorescence (NRF)23 has been proposed for ultrafast
measurement of ion temperature in high-energy-density (HED)
plasmas, particularly in aneutronic fusion research. This thermom-
etry technique exploits the Doppler broadening of NRF emission
lines. Because the broadening is sensitive to only the ion temperature
and not the electron temperature, it could provide a clean and robust
method to measure ion temperature in optically thick plasmas. Yu
and Shen24 investigated theoretically the probing of ion temperature
dynamics in HED plasmas composed of 6Li. They gave detection
thresholds for ion temperature and plasma density, where a quasi-
monoenergetic γ-ray source was employed and the detection of NRF
emission lines was not considered.

In this article, we propose the use of Doppler broadening of NRF
emission spectra, i.e., NRF emission spectroscopy, for in situ probing of
ion temperature in proton–boron fusion plasmas (see the schematic in
Fig. 1). In this scheme, a high flux γ-ray beam in an appropriate energy
range is required to excite possibleNRFprocesses inside the 11Bpellet and
then to achieve sufficient probe precision. Hence, we take a collimated
intense γ-ray beam generated from a solid wire irradiated by a recently
available petawatt (PW) laser beam. Here, 11B is chosen as a typical
aneutronic fusion fuel,25 and proton–boron fusion produces little high-
energy radiation. For the 11B nucleus, the resulting NRF emissions have
relatively high energies,with considerable integrated cross sections.26The
dependence of the laser power on the NRF yield is investigated, and the
effect of 11B ion temperature on the detectable NRF width is analyzed,
with both the intrinsic Doppler broadening and the achievable energy
resolution of state-of-the-art detectors being considered. The application
of this scheme to other neutron-free-fusion isotopes,27–29 such as 6Li, 7Li,
and 15N, is discussed. In addition,NRF emission spectroscopy can also be
used for safeguard applications30,31 and for nondestructive detection of
special nuclear materials32,48,49 and chemical compounds.33

II. THEORY

NRF processes involve resonant excitation of nuclear levels by
photons and subsequent de-excitation.When the energy of an incoming
photon E0 is identical to the excitation energy of the target nucleus of
interest, it can be effectively absorbed by that nucleus. In the first-order
approximation, photons with energy E0 in the laboratory system that are
incident on a nucleus moving at the thermal velocity ] in the beam
propagation direction have a Doppler-shifted energy E′ given by

E′ � E0

������
1 + ]/c
1− ]/c

√
� E0 1 + ]

c
( ), (1)

where c is the speed of light in vacuum. Owing to the resonant ab-
sorption, the target nuclei are produced in excited states, which
generally have extremely short lifetimes, and then rapidly de-excite by
emitting γ photons isotropically. The energy of the γ rays emitted
from a moving thermal nucleus is24

E ≈ Er + E ′
R + Er

v

c
. (2)

Here, Er is the energy of the photon emitted when the target
nucleus decays to the ground state from the excited state without
recoil and E ′

R ≈ (2 cos θ1 − 1)ER, where θ1 is the angle between the

direction of emission of the photons and the direction of incidence of
the γ-ray pulse and ER � E2

r /(2Mic2) is the nuclear recoil energy
associated with the photon emission.

The velocities of target nuclei in the direction of the incoming
photon are distributed according to the one-dimensional
Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution

w ]( )d] �
������
Mi

2πkBTi

√
exp −

Mi]2

2kBTi
( )d], (3)

whereMi is the mass of the target nucleus, Ti is the temperature of the
target medium (i.e., the ion of interest), and kB is Boltzmann’s
constant. Combining Eqs. (2) and (3), one obtains

w E( )dE � 1���
2π

√
Δ
exp −

E−E ′
R −Er�
2

√
Δ

( )2⎡⎣ ⎤⎦dE, (4)

where Δ is the Doppler-broadened width (considering one standard
deviation) and is defined as

Δ � Er

�����
kBTi

Mic2

√
. (5)

This indicates that the Doppler broadening effect is caused
primarily by the ion temperature.

When the ion temperature is higher than a few eV, which results
in a Doppler-broadened width Δ > 100 eV, the approximation Δ≫ Γr
is satisfied and the Doppler-broadened cross section34 can be
expressed as

FIG. 1. Schematic of ultrafast probing of ion temperature in a hot 11B plasma by
Doppler broadening of NRF. An intense γ-ray beam can be efficiently generated
from submicrometer wires irradiated by a recently available PW laser. After
collimation, the γ-ray beam is fired into a 11B pellet, which is located 11 cm
downstream from the wire position and has a small radius of 2 mm, whereupon NRF
interactions are excited. This is followed by emission of the characteristic photons.
Owing to Doppler broadening, the NRF emission spectra contain information about
ion temperature. To record these NRF signals efficiently, 24 high-purity germanium
(HPGe) detectors are distributed in two concentric rings and are located at 90° and
135° with respect to the incident γ beam. The distance between the detectors and
the pellet is 30 cm. For each detector, the germanium crystal used is 8.6 cm thick and
has radius 4.2 cm. In our case, owing to the small size of the 11B pellet, a large
number of energetic γ rays will penetrate through the pellet, forming a transmitted
γ-ray beam. For better visualization, the figure is not to scale.
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σD0,r,j E( ) � π3/2gr
Zc

Er
( )2Γ0,rΓr,j�

2
√

ΔΓr
exp −

E−E′R −Er�
2

√
Δ

( )2⎡⎣ ⎤⎦, (6)

where Z is the reduced Planck constant, Γ0,r is the partial width of the
transition from the ground state (0) to the excited state r, Γr,j is the
partial width of the transition from the excited state r to a lower-
energy state j, Γr is the total width of the excited state relative to its
lifetime (Γr ≈ Z/τr), and gr � (2Jr + 1)/(2J0 + 1) is the statistical factor,
with Jr and J0 being the total angular momenta of the nucleus in the
resonant and ground states, respectively.

One can see that σD0,r,j E( ) decreases dramatically owing to
Doppler broadening. However, the integrated cross section does not
change compared to the case without Doppler broadening. It can be
seen from Fig. 2(a) that the Doppler-broadened cross section de-
creases with increasing ion temperature, but the Doppler-broadened
width Δ varies inversely because of conservation of the integrated
cross section. For 11B at Er � 5.020 MeV, the width Δ � 1.57 keV at
Ti � 1 keV, and it increases to 4.96 keV at a higher temperature
Ti� 10 keV. TheDoppler-broadened cross section of 11B is shown as a
function of photon energy at resonance in Fig. 2(b). One can see that
five Doppler-broadened cross sections at Er � 2.125, 4.445, 5.020,
7.286, and 8.920 MeV are significant.

As mentioned above, an HPGe detector is used to detect emitted
NRF photons in our study. The HPGe has an intrinsic resolution
δED � 2.36

����
FIE′

√
at full width at half maximum (FWHM). Here,

F � 0.13 is the Fano factor for germanium and I is themean ionization
energy (2.96 eV). In analogy with the error propagation formula, the
width of the detected NRF peak (at FWHM) can be expressed as

δE �
��������������
δE2

D + (2.355Δ)2
√

. (7)

Thus, one could obtain a direct relation between the width δE
and the ion temperature Ti by substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (7). When
Ti becomes high enough, the resulting 2.355Δ becomes comparable to
or even higher than δED. For example, at Ti � 10 keV and Er � 5.020
MeV, δE has a value of 12.13 keV. This is mainly affected by the ion
temperature (the resulting 2.355Δ � 11.68 keV), rather than the
intrinsic resolution of the detector (δED � 3.27 keV).

III. GENERATION OF COLLIMATED INTENSE
GAMMA-RAY BEAM

Relativistic laser–plasma interaction can produce intense and
high-energy γ-ray beams via betatron radiation,35,36 inverse Compton
scattering,37,38 and other mechanisms. It has been shown that γ
photons with energy exceeding a few MeV are very suitable for NRF
excitations (see Fig. 2). To obtain such high-intensity γ-ray beams, we
adopt a laser–wire scheme proposed in our previous work.39 When a
solid wire is irradiated by a PW laser beam, electron acceleration,
guidance, and wiggling around the wire surface can be achieved si-
multaneously, which leads to the generation of directional high-
energy, high-flux γ-ray beams. We use the three-dimensional
particle-in-cell code KLAPS40 to calculate the γ-ray source re-
quired for our probe. It includes photon generation via nonlinear
Compton scattering and electron–positron pair creation via the
multiphoton Breit–Wheeler process.41 The simulation setup and
parameters are the same as those presented in Ref. 39, namely, a PW
laser beamwith linear polarization, wavelength 800 nm, and duration
20 fs (FWHM) propagating along an aluminum wire 50 μm long and
0.6 μm wide.

We examine the spectral–angular distributions of γ-ray pulses
under different laser peak powers. Figure 3 shows that with a currently
available laser power P0 ranging from 0.5 to 5 PW, the laser–wire
scheme can robustly produce γ rays peaked at 1° (with respect to the
laser axis). This is because the wiggling electrons are restricted around
the wire surface by self-generated static electric and magnetic fields,
which enables substantial emission of high-energy photons along the
laser propagation direction. During laser–wire interaction, the
electrons near the target surface are not always guided by the surface
static fields and are mainly acted on by the laser fields, and the
resulting photons also have larger divergent angles peaking around
12°. The cutoff energy of the generated photons increases with in-
creasing laser power (see Fig. 3). It exceeds 100MeV for a driven laser
of 0.5 PW. In fact, the intensity of highly collimated γ rays within the
energy range covering the NRF peaks is of great interest (see Fig. 2).
For laser powers P0 � 0.5, 1.0, 2.5, and 5.0 PW, the total photon
numbers obtained within 4π solid angle are 3.713 1011, 7.683 1011,

FIG. 2. (a) Dependence of Doppler-broadened cross section on 11B ion temperature at Er� 5.020 MeV. (b) Doppler-broadened cross section of 11B as a function of photon energy.
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2.36 3 1012, and 5.02 3 1012, respectively. The photon number and
energy scale roughly with P3/2

0 and P0, respectively.
39

Figure 3 also shows that a small proportion of the γ rays have a
relatively large divergence angle. To avoid unnecessary irradiation of
the pellet, proper collimation for such a γ-ray pulse is needed. For a
collimation angle of 1°, the spectra of γ-ray beams injected onto the
11B pellet are shown in Fig. 4. Accordingly, the numbers of
photons are 1.74 3 1010, 3.93 3 1010, 1.06 3 1011, and 1.85 3 1011

whenP0� 0.5, 1.0, 2.5, and 5.0 PW, respectively.Note that the yields of
photons after collimation decrease by one order of magnitude
compared with those obtained before collimation. The tail of
each spectrum can be approximated by an exponential temperature fit
Nγ� exp(−Eγ/kBTγ) with an effective photon temperature Tγ, which is
presented in Fig. 4. It can be seen that a collimated photon beam with
energies within the NRF region of interest has a high spectral density
approaching 106 photons/keV at P0 � 2.5 PW.

IV. PROBING OF 11B ION TEMPERATURE BY NRF

A. NRF signatures of 11B plasmas

We have developed a new class, G4NRF, in the Geant4
toolkit42–44 to model NRF interactions. Customizing the simulation
to include the NRF process requires the NRF cross sections. In this

study, the distributions of σD0,r,j E( ) (see Fig. 2) are implemented into
the G4NRF class. The transitions of 11B ions in excited states to the
ground state and to low-lying excited states are both taken into
account. In the simulation setup, the effective ion temperature is set to
Ti� 10 keV by default, to treat the pellet as a plasma. The 11B ions have
an isotropic velocity distribution with ion temperatureTi as described
by Eq. (3). The collimated intense γ beams shown in Fig. 4 are used for
irradiation. A detector array consisting of 24 HPGe detectors is used
to record the emitted photons from the 11B plasma with an areal
density of 2.34 g/cm2. A lead plate is installed at the front of each of
HPGe detector to decrease the low-energy background and thus to
increase the significance of NRF signals. In our case, the lead plate
thickness is optimized to be 1 cm.

Thephotonnumberperunit energy (dE) andunit solid angle (dΩ)
is shown in Fig. 5(a). Four NRF signatures at higher energies (4.445,
5.020, 7.286, and 8.920 MeV) with relatively large σD0,r,j E( ) (see Fig. 2)
can clearly be seen in the green rings, since the photon energy is
represented by the radius. Two single-escape (SE) peaks from signa-
tures at 7.286 and 8.920 MeV and a double-escape (DE) peak from the
one at 8.920 MeV can also be observed. Annihilation photons at 0.511
MeV are shown by the blue line. The NRF signature at 2.125 MeV is
invisible because of the strong and continuous background from
Compton scattering. As shown in Fig. 5(a), the NRF signatures and

FIG. 3. Spectral–angular distribution of γ-ray pulses emitted from laser-illuminated wires under laser powers P0 � 0.5 PW (a), 1.0 PW (b), 2.5 PW (c), and 5.0 PW (d).
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their escape peaks are distributed in two sectors around θ � 90° and
135°, as a result of the detector configuration shown in Fig. 1.

The NRF signatures can be more clearly observed in Fig. 5(b),
which shows the sum of the NRF γ-ray spectra recorded by the
24 HPGe detectors. In contrast to Fig. 5(a), the NRF signature at
2.125 MeV can be distinguished from the continuous γ-ray back-
ground, besides other four NRF signatures and the positron annihi-
lation peak at 0.511MeV. The inset in Fig. 5(b) shows an enlarged view
of the exemplary NRF signature at 5.020 MeV. NRF peaks can be
reproducedwell byGaussian distributions and theNRF yields recorded
can be obtained accordingly. For the NRF peak at 5.020 MeV, the
simulated width δEsim � 12.07 keV, which is extracted from the fitting
curve of Fig. 5(b), agrees with the theoretical value from Eq. (7). Since
δEsimprovides accurate information on ion temperature,NRF emission
spectroscopy combined with an intense γ-ray beam produced in
relativistic laser–wire interactions can be used to probe the ion
temperature in hot plasmas.

B. Effect of ion temperature

To predict the lower threshold of (11B) ion temperature that can
be probed by NRF emission spectroscopy, we investigate the effect of
ion temperature on the width of the simulated NRF peak, as shown in
Fig. 6(a). The width δEsim increases with increasing ion temperature
Ti. The resulting spectral broadening effect becomes significant for
Ti > 1 keV at Er � 5.020 MeV. The results for δEsim, δE, 2.355 Δ, and
δED as functions of Ti are shown in Fig. 6(b), in which the detection
threshold for Ti can be observed more clearly. The relative deviations
between δEsim and δE are smaller than 5%when 0.1 keV<Ti< 10 keV,
indicating that the simulations are in good agreement with the
theoretical results. At relatively high ion temperatures for ion
plasmas, the variation of δEsim deviates gradually from that of δED,
which is independent ofTi. Generally, when the value of δEsim is twice
the intrinsic width of the detector (δED), one can readily see the
effect of Doppler broadening on the peak width and then extract
information on the ion temperature. As Ti increases to 2.4 keV,

2.355Δ� 5.72keV,whichgives δEsim� 6.54keV.Both2.355Δ andδEsim
are clearly higher than δED, indicating that the Doppler broadening
effect will play a key role in δEsim when Ti is higher than 2.4 keV. We
conclude that in the scenario of proton–boron fusion, our proposed
method is able to effectively probe ion temperatures Ti > 2.4 keV.

C. Effect of laser peak power

A certain number of NRF emission photons, which pile up into a
NRF peak, is a prerequisite for analysis of the ion temperature by
Doppler broadening of the NRF photon spectrum. The NRF yield is
correlated linearly with the product of the NRF cross section and the
incident photon intensity. The impact of laser peak power on NRF
yield is shown in Fig. 7(a). The NRF yield increases rapidly with
increasing P0. For P0≥ 1.0 PW, such a yield can result in the clearNRF
peaks observed by the HPGe detector array. This is mainly attrib-
utable to an increased intensity of γ photons within the NRF region of
interest. When P0 is fixed, the NRF yields for the five NRF γ lines are

FIG. 5. Simulation results for a collimated intense γ-ray beam with effective
temperature Tγ � 70 MeV at a laser power of 2.5 PW. (a) γ-ray intensity recorded
by 24 HPGe detectors as a function of observing angle θ and energy (which is
represented by the radius in the polar figure). (b) γ-ray spectrum showing five NRF
signatures and a few escape peaks. The inset shows an enlarged view of one NRF
signature at 5.020 MeV. The dashed line is a fitting curve of a Gaussian distribution.

FIG. 4. Spectra of the γ-ray beams with collimation angle <1° at four different laser
peak powers. The tails of these spectra are overlaid with exponential temperature
fits, shown by broken lines.
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affected primarily by the NRF cross section, owing to the very close
photon intensity (see Fig. 4). This is the reason why the simulated
NRF yields at Er � 4.445 and 5.020 MeV are much higher than those
obtained at 2.125, 7.286, and 8.920 MeV.

It is interesting to discuss the lower threshold areal density of 11B
plasma required for the formation of an NRF peak. Supposing the
NRF peak to be composed simply of 100 NRF photons piled up in the
detector, one can readily obtain the dependence of the required areal
density on P0. Figure 7(b) presents the relation between the areal
density and P0. The required areal density decreases with increasing
laser power. At P0 � 5 PW, the areal density required for probing the
11B ion temperature approaches 0.1 g/cm2. In addition, the areal
densities required at the two NRF lines of 4.445 and 5.020 MeV are
clearly lower than those at 2.125, 7.286, and 8.920MeV. The detected
NRF yields are still dependent on the areal density of the 11B plasma.
Additional simulations show that theNRFyields for thefiveNRF lines
mentioned above first increase with areal density, and then become
saturated at an areal density of ∼30 g/cm2, since the γ-ray beam is
attenuated mainly by the atomic absorption effect. It is expected that

our proposed method will be valid when the areal density of the 11B
plasma is higher than 30 g/cm2.

D. Possible application to other aneutronic fusion
isotopes

Besides the 11B isotope, there are other isotope materials such as
6Li, 7Li, and 15N that are suitable for aneutronic fusion studies.27–29We
shall now discuss the feasibility of performing ion temperature diag-
nostics for these fusion plasmas using NRF emission spectroscopy.
Under the premise that δEsim ≥ 2δED, ion temperature thresholds Tth

i
are estimated for these neutron-free-fusion isotopes. The results are
summarized in Table I. It can be seen that for 6Li, 11B, and 15N, the ion
temperature thresholds are about 2 keV, which is obviously lower than
the normal temperature required for fusion ignition.Note that since 7Li
has insignificant values for both Iσ and Er (see Table I), it requires a
much higher photon density in the energy region of nuclear excitation.
The ion temperature threshold of 7Li is almost one order of magnitude
higher than that for the other isotope materials.

FIG. 6. (a) Fitting curves of NRF peaks at 5.020 MeV. A collimated intense γ-ray beamwith temperature Tγ� 70MeVat laser power 2.5 PW is used for the simulation. (b) Values of
δEsim, δE, 2.355Δ, and δED at 5.020 MeV as functions of ion temperature Ti.

FIG. 7.Dependence of the detected NRF yield (a) and areal density (b) on laser peak power with 11B ions at resonance energies of 2.125, 4.445, 5.020, 7.286, and 8.920MeV. The
NRF yield is fixed at 100 for calculating the required areal density in (b).
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Areal density thresholds are further evaluated for these isotope
materials. The results are shown in Fig. 8, where the resonance energies
are 3.563, 0.478, 5.020, and 6.324 MeV for 6Li, 7Li, 11B, and 15N,
respectively. It is found that 6Li has an areal density as low as 0.04 g/cm2,
which is ∼5 times smaller than those of 11B and 15N owing to a large Iσ
(see Table I). Such an areal density is one order ofmagnitude lower than
that found in previous studies,24 because the wire-guided PW laser can
generate a highly directed photon beam with high spectral density of
105–106 photons/keV at Er � 3.563 MeV (see Fig. 4). Note that 7Li
would not be a good candidate, owing to its relatively small resonant
energy. Temperature diagnosis of 7Li would confront a stronger
background than in the cases of the other isotope materials.

V. DISCUSSION

In the simulations, a 11B plasma with uniform density and
temperature was employed by default. For a plasma that is non-
uniform in density and temperature, for example, when the plasma
density ramps-up and ramps-down on both ends (but the areal
density remains the same on average), the simulated NRF yield varies
insignificantly (within statistical uncertainty) compared with the
uniform-density case. To probe the ion temperature successfully, the
backgrounds from target irradiation need to be suppressed in an
effective way. This is because strong backgroundsmay hit the detector
simultaneously with theNRF signals, leading to a pile-up effect on the

HPGe detector, and may also broaden the NRF peak width to some
extent. Owing to the complexity of the pile-up effect, we did not
consider it in the present Geant4 simulations. Three practicable
approaches are suggested to alleviate event pile-up: (1) installing a
lead plate in front of each detector, which can filter out a large number
of background photons at relatively low energies; (2) increasing the
distance between the detectors and the 11B pellet, which has the
advantage of increasing the available space and thus enabling the use
of more detectors for spectral accumulation; and (3) optimizing the
energy spread of the γ-ray beam to achieve a goodmatchwith theNRF
energy level of interest.

In addition, studies have shown that pile-up pulses can be
effectively disentangled using a digital data acquisition system with
appropriate algorithms, and thenmostof the information carriedby the
overlapping pulses can be precisely recorded.45 For detection of
instantaneous photons, an advanced gamma tracking array,46 which
containsmore than onehundred 36-fold segmentedHPGe crystals, has
been developed. A multidetector array called ELIADE47 has been
constructed to measure NRF at the Extreme Light Infrastructure–
Nuclear Physics in Romania.

Considering that the confinement time in an ICF implosion is of
the order of picoseconds, the challenge is how to probe ion tem-
perature using a single laser shot. The feasibility of doing this depends
on the event pile-up and its disentanglement and on whether the
number of detectors used for recording the NRF signal is sufficient or
not. More effort is needed to resolve this issue.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The method of NRF emission spectroscopy discussed here al-
lows ultrafast in situ probing of ion temperature in aneutronic fusion
plasmas. To efficiently excite the NRF process in such plasmas, a
collimated intense γ-ray beam, which can be generated in the in-
teraction of a PW laser beam with a submicrometer wire, is adopted.
The NRF yield recorded by an HPGe detector increases rapidly with
increasing laser power. In the case of 11B ion plasmas, five NRF
signatures can be identified, since the laser-generated photon beams
have sufficiently high spectral density within the NRF region of in-
terest. The Doppler broadening effect resulting from the ion tem-
perature is then observed, and this simulated result shows good
agreement with the theoretical prediction. NRF emission spectros-
copy has the potential to diagnose 11B plasmas with a lower threshold
areal density of the order of 0.1 g/cm2 and with an ion temperature
exceeding 2.4 keV.

Further investigations have shown that this method can be
extended to other aneutronic fusion scenarios, including those in-
volving the 6Li and 15N isotopes. This suggests that NRF emission

TABLE I. Integrated NRF cross sections Iσ for principal transitions 0 → r → 0 in 6,7Li, 11B, and 15N at their characteristic
energies Er and the estimated thresholds to probe ion temperature under the premise that δEsim ≥ 2δED.

Isotope Jπ0 Jπr Er (MeV) Iσ (b eV) δED (keV) δEsim (keV) Tth
i (keV)

6Li 1+ 0+ 3.563 830 2.75 5.50 1.9
7Li 3/2− 1/2− 0.478 53 1.00 2.00 16.0
11B 3/2− 3/2− 5.020 220 3.27 6.54 2.4
15N 1/2− 3/2− 6.324 600 3.67 7.34 2.6

FIG. 8. Threshold areal density required for four aneutronic fusion materials. The
resonance energy Er is selected to be 3.563, 0.478, 5.020, and 6.324 MeV for 6Li,
7Li, 11B, and 15N, respectively. A collimated intense γ-ray beam with temperature
Tγ � 38 MeV at 1.0 PW laser power is used.
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spectroscopy is an appropriate method for probing plasma ion
temperatures for HED physics research, especially with aneutronic
fusion plasmas. The method should also be applicable in safeguards
and in nondestructive detection of special nuclear materials and
chemical compounds, etc.
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